Vysočina

without map

1.

GPS guide is designed for Whereigo. Devices, which supported Whereigo are Garmin Oregon, Garmin
Colorado and PDA with Windows Mobile 5 or higher.

2.

	First of all, it is necessary to register on the official website of Groundspeak, which develops Wherigo:
http://www.wherigo.com. This registration is free, and then you can download the Wherigo Player (http://
www.wherigo.com/player/download.aspx). Wherigo Player is needed for completion of the GPS guide trails.
Garmin Oregon and Garmin Colorado Whereigo they have this player installed originally.

3.

	If you are owner of PDA, install Whereigo player to your device. If you have „only“ Windows Mobile 5, you must download even the latest Microsoft NETFramework for PDA. Windows Mobile 6 supports
Whereiogo automatically. An obvious requirement is that your PDA (handheld computer, handheld, MDA,
smartphone, ...) must has the internal or external GPS. Wherigo is a game strictly requiring GPS.

4.

	Once you install the Wherigo Player on your device, you can either download our cartridge (the route
developed for Vysočina, http://gps-vysocina.upol.cz/pruvodce.html), or any other directly from the Wherigo web pages. Then copy the cartridge to folder Groundspeak / Wherigo / Cartridges.
If you have one of the type of GPS that are described above, just copy cartridge and start your journey.

This is how it should look like. When you start the program the initial Whereigo player window displays with
all available routes (cartridge) that you have downloaded
from the Internet and saved to a folder Groundspeak /
Wherigo / Cartridges.
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GPS guide to attractions of the region

5.

how to?

6.

In the menu, click to select one track that you
want to attend. We chose the route Hornicka
Stezka, therefore we see the small description.
To start the route click Play.

Of all the available offers in the menu we will
use only Locations (visit site)

7.

When you click on the Locations you will see a
list of visit sites with information about distance
from your current position.
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8.

After you select a specific location, you will see
the direction of navigation and site description.
There is a small picture ...

9.

… and below the image there is always text with
accompanying information about the site.

10.

Click on the „back“ to return to the basic
interface. Go the whole route site by site.
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